SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
This General Service Level Agreement (the “Agreement”) dated this _____ day of ____________,
20__ is between [Online Advertiser:_________________________________________________],
herein referred to as “Advertiser” and Accountants On Mission, herein referred to as “Service
Provider” or “AOM”.
Service Provider has agreed to provide services to the Advertiser on the terms and conditions set out
in this Agreement, while the Advertiser is of the opinion that Service Provider has the proper and
necessary platform, experience and abilities to provide services to the Advertiser.
Therefore in consideration of the matters described above, the receipt and sufficiency of which
consideration is hereby acknowledged, the Advertiser and the Service Provider agree as follows:
1. Scope of Work
The Service Provider is to provide the Advertiser with the following services (the “Services”):
[Online advertising space for the following:
1.1 Accounting and finance vacancies
1.2 Tax specialist vacancies
1.3 Business related marketing services and vacancies including HR etc.
1.4 Secretarial and advisory services vacancies
1.5 Any other acceptable advertisement which is within the business norm].
Please note: The services will include any other tasks which the Advertiser (“You”) and the Service
Provider (“AOM”) may agree on.
2. Term of Agreement
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This Agreement will begin on [Beginning date: _______________] and will remain in full force and
effect until the completion of the Services or term of agreement. This Agreement may be extended by
mutual written agreement of the parties.
3. Termination
If either party seeks termination of this Agreement, the terminating party must provide a 30 day written
notice to the other party.
4. Advertising fees
The Customer (You) will provide compensation to the Service Provider (“AOM”) depending on the
size of the advert for space and layout, designing, and reviewing should a banner advert be required.
Classified listings are text only and do not have the same requirement. The advertiser (“You”) will be
responsible for signing off the approval of art work and text content. Advertising fees is payable as
follows:
4.1 50% on placing an order
4.2 50% on putting an advert on the platform
Please note: Because of inconsistences on the space size and advertising requirements the prices for
advertising services can be discussed via a quotation and there are currently no standard prices until
the specification of the advert including size and duration of the advert are known.
5. Liability
The Service Provider (“AOM”) will not be liable for any impact either positive or negative which
might result from the public and/or viewers of the advertisement. It is the responsibility of the
advertiser to comply with advertising and other business and professional ethics.
6. Notice
All notices or demands required or permitted by the terms of this Agreement will be given in writing
and delivered to the parties.
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7. Integration
This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding by and between the Advertiser
(“You”) and the Service Provider (AOM) and no representations, promises, agreements or
understandings, written or oral, not herein contained shall be of any force or effect.
8. Choice of Law
This Agreement and the performance under this Agreement and all suits and special proceedings under
this Agreement, be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the Republic of South
Africa.
9. Severability
The provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed severable, and the invalidity or unenforceability of
any one or more of the provisions hereof shall not affect the validity and enforceability of the other
provisions hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly affixed their signatures under hand and seal on this
_____ day of ______________, 20__.

_________________________
Advertiser Name (“You”)

_________________________
Advertiser Signature
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_________________________
Service Provider Name (“AOM”)

__________________________
Service Provider Signature
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